
Thank you for purchasing the JFJ EASY PRO™ Machine, your ultimate solution 
for repairing scratched discs. Designed for simplicity and maximum 
effectiveness, our machine is compatible with a broad range of Compact 
Disc-based products, including Music CDs, CD-ROMs, game discs from Sony 
PlayStation and Microsoft Xbox series, DVDs, Blu-rays, and more. The JFJ EASY 
PRO™ is available in both 110V and 220V models to suit various international 
electrical standards.

It's important to note that the data on a CD is located just beneath the top label, It's important to note that the data on a CD is located just beneath the top label, 
protected by a layer of plastic or polycarbonate. Scratches on this protective 
layer can prevent the CD reader from accessing the data. By using the JFJ 
EASY PRO™ to grind and polish away these scratches, your discs will function 
like new.

This manual will guide you through using your machine effectively. Initially, 
practicing on 2 to 5 CDs is recommended to familiarize yourself with the 
process and gauge the depth of scratches. process and gauge the depth of scratches. 
Begin with the 1-Step Quick Repair detailed on the next page. Ensure the unit is 
plugged into the nearest appropriate outlet and avoid using it near water.

 The Complete User Guide



Please ONLY use the white polish and the white buffing pad. Do not use sandpaper or the blue polish. 
1.  Since the memory of Blu-Ray DVDs, Playstation 3 games, Playstation 4 games, Xbox One games, and Wii U games is on the bottom of 
the disc, you will only be able to repair scratches with the buffing steps. It may require buffing more than once or twice, because the bottom 
of a Blu-Ray disc is denser than a regular disc. For a faster more effective repair of Blu-ray discs, we recommend our JFJ Eyecon machine.  

2.2.  When repairing Nintendo GameCube games, or any other mini CD’s, you will need to purchase a smaller plate, shorter sanding pads, and 
shorter white buffing pads. The Game Cube sanding pads have Velcro on one side, and a cloth like material on the other side of the pad. 
The Game Cube buffing pads are completely white with Velcro on one side.  

3. To remove fingerprints, dust, and to resolve skipping, simply buff with the EASY PRO Solution #1 (blue) for 1-minute, and then clean the 
residue off with the supplied cloth.  

4.4. We suggest picking up the CD from the edges when removing it from the machine.  Before placing a new disc on the arm, clean any 
solution from the plate that would prevent the disc from laying flat against the plate.  

5.  The bottles are designed to stand on their cap, so that you get the maximum use out of every bottle.  Occasionally, the bottles may have 
trapped air inside.  Simply turn the bottle upside down, and gently squeeze the sides to release the trapped air.  

6.6. The white solution #2 is a polish that has the density of paste.  If your solution #2 becomes watery, or has a consistency of milk, call the 
manufacturer and do not use.  The blue solution #1 is a wax, if you notice that there has been separation, or it’s watery, shake the bottle 
and it will go back to normal.   

7.  If you experience uneven sanding while sanding your discs, flip the sanding pad over and try sanding with the other side of the pad.  One 
side of the pad may generate a better finish over the other.  

8.  When using a new white buffing pad, it is normal not to get a perfect finish with the first 1-2 repairs.  

9.9.  To prevent the pad from being damaged by the pressure of the spring, either take the pad out of the machine, or leave the lid open when 
the machine is not in use.  The sanding pads, and the buffing pads require no cleaning – do not wash them.  Simply store them in the bag, 
or box that they came in.    

10.  Our sandpaper requires no cleaning.  To remove any build-up, lightly tap the sandpaper against a hard surface, or rinse with a few drops 
of water.  If you rinse the sandpaper, avoid getting the pad wet, and let the sandpaper dry before using it again.    

GUIDELINES FOR ACHIEVING THE BEST RESULTS
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Our coarse sandpaper is used for severe scratches. If you can catch your fingernail
in the scratch, then the coarse sandpaper is necessary to remove the scratch.
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